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Abstract 
This paper describes participation of Dokuz Eylül University to WikipediaMM task at ImageCLEF2009. 

This year we concentrated on two main topics: First is about expansion of native document, term phrase 
selection and query expansion processes which is based on WordNet, WSD and WordNet similarity functions. 
The second is a new reranking approach with Boolean retrieval and C3M based clustering. Experimentation 
shows that reranking generated the best MAP and precision results among all participants in WikipediaMM 2009 
task.  
 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: H.3.1 Content Analysis and Indexing; H.3.3 Information Search and 
Retrieval; H.3.4 Performance evaluation;  H.2.3 [Database Management]: Languages 

 

General Terms 

Reranking, Clustering, Information Retrieval, Vector Space Model  
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1 Introduction 

This paper presents details of our participation to the WikipediaMM task of ImageCLEF 2009. This is our first 
year in WikipediaMM task, and we participated both retrieval experiment and relevance assessment steps. We 
propose expansion and reranking approaches. Reranking is used to re-order the initial retrieved documents for 
better results by increasing the precision. Reranking is recently most popular research subject for Information 
Retrieval. We also used expansion techniques for both dataset and queries. Although there are numerous works 
on query expansion, document expansion is one of the major proposed novel approaches. Expansion phase is 
implemented using WordNet [1] (WSD, WN Similarity Functions). During the baseline retrieval, expanded and 
original datasets are combined with the form of Pivoted Unique Normalization [9]. 

The main focus of this work is to improve search results by two phased reranking. The set of initial retrieved 
documents are re-ordered for better results by increasing the precision. The first phase comprises reranking and 
reordering with the Boolean retrieval approach. The main objective of the second step is reranking with the 
clustering algorithm. C3M [23] clustering algorithm is executed on the new result sets and the similarity score of 
each document with its related query is calculated with C matrix (���). Final ranking score �����	
��� is 

calculated by using Boolean ranking score (�����
��) and query-document similarity score�����������
). 
Experimental results show that, phased reranking approach improves results over the baseline and over 
expansion results. 

Rest of the paper is organized as follows:  Sections 2 gives the details of our retrieval system. In Section 3, 
we present, Document and Query expansion methods, we have tested, by using WordNet system. Section 4 gives 
our two phased reranking approaches based on Boolean retrieval and C3M clustering. Section 5 concludes the 
paper, discusses the results we obtained and gives a look at the future studies on this subject.  
 

2 Retrieval Framework 

Figure 1 shows the retrieval system framework and our experimentations. First of all, preprocessing step is done; 
dataset is expanded using WordNet (WSD, WN Similarity Functions) and term phrases are selected. Both the 
original and the expanded form of dataset are used and converted to document vectors before baseline retrieval. 



Queries can also be expanded using TPS and/or WordNet for experimental purposes. During the baseline 
retrieval, expanded and original datasets are combined with the form of Pivoted Unique Normalization (Pivoted 
VSM). Each baseline query resultset is kept (new Pivoted VSMs) and two phased reranking steps start. The first 
phase aims reranking and reordering with the boolean retrieval approach. The resultsets of each query and the 
base ranking scores are again saved for the next reranking step. The main objective of the second step is 
reranking with the clustering algorithm. Final ranking score �����	
��� is calculated using boolean ranking score 
(�����
��) from the first step and query-document similarity score�����������
) from the second step. The two 
phased reranking process is completed and final ranked resultsets are generated. 

 

 

Figure 1 - Retrieval Framework Overview 

 

2.1 Term Weighting and Normalization 
 

Term weighting is an important aspect of modern text retrieval systems [10]. There are three major parts that 
affects the importance of a term in a text, which are the term frequency factor (��), the inverse document 
frequency factor (���), and document length normalization. Cosine normalization is the mostly used 
normalization technique in the vector space model [8]. Normalization factor is computed as in the formula (1), 
 

���� � ��� ������	�� �1) 
where each � equals ��� " ���). Since the lengths of the document vectors are converted into unit vectors, the 
information content is deformed for longer documents, which contain more terms with higher tf values and also 
more distinct terms.  

In this study we used  Pivoted Unique Normalization [9] which is a modified version of classical cosine 
normalization. A normalization factor is added to the formula which is independent from term and document 
frequencies. Since working dataset has many longer documents and these documents are also expanded in the 



DE phase, Pivoted Unique Normalization affects the retrieval performance positively by increasing recall. This 
work purposes to improve search results by reranking. If the recall level of the retrieval process is not high, 
reranking becomes non-effective. 

��� # $%&����) � �1'()��� �"� *1 � +,+11-* " $%& ./ 0 1�1� 2 �2) 

where dtf is the number of times the term appears in the document, sumdtf is the sum of (log(dtf)+1)'s for all 
terms in the same document, N is the total number of documents, nf is the number of documents that contain the 
term, U is the number of unique terms in the document. The uniqueness means that the measure of document 
length is based on the unique terms in the document. In this work, 0.0118 is used as the pivot value. 

When retrieving, the rank is the product of the weight and the frequency of the term in the query. 
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�
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where n is the number of term in the query, ���  is the weight and 5���  is the count of term in the query. 

3 Preprocessing and Expansion Phase 

In our work, document expansion (DE), term phrase selection (TPS) and query expansion (QE) phases are 
realized by using WordNet [1] system which is an on-line lexical reference system developed by a group of 
people leaded by George Miller at the Cognitive Science Laboratory at Princeton University.  WordNet attempts 
to model the lexical knowledge of English and can also be seen as ontology for natural Language terms. It 
contains nearly 100,000 terms, divided into four taxonomic hierarchies; nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. 

The first stage of preprocessing is the expansion stage. Although only query expansion is mostly common in 
the text retrieval, in this work, both the documents and queries are expanded using the same approaches. 
Namely, the word “expansion”, is used for both the document expansion (DE) and query expansion (QE).  

Expansion is realized with Word sense disambiguation (WSD), so that the terms are expanded, with the most 
appropriate sense, based on the context in which they occur. Word sense disambiguation (WSD) is the process of 
finding out the most appropriate sense of a word based on the context in which it occurs. The Lesk algorithm [3] 
disambiguates a target word by selecting the sense whose dictionary gloss shares the largest number of words 
with the glosses of neighboring words. Since numerous senses exists in different domains for a single term, 
expanding the term with all of these senses results in noisy and exhaustive documents and queries. By selecting 
the most appropriate sense with WSD, unnecessary expansions are prevented.  

Before the expansion stage, both the documents and queries are processed through some phases. The first 
phase is stop-words elimination. The stop words in the documents and queries are eliminated by controlling each 
term’s existence in the stop-words dictionary. The second phase is lemmatizing. Lemmatization is the process of 
reducing an inflected spelling to its lexical root or lemma form. The lemma form is the base form or head word 
form that can be found in the WordNet dictionary. The combination of the lemma form with its POS is called the 
lexeme. 

Although it is commonly argued that language semantics are mostly captured by nouns and noun term-
phrases, in this work, both noun and adjective representations (POS) are used in the documents and queries. 
After all of these phases the documents and queries are available for the expansion process. To emphasize that in 
the expansion stage, the new terms are also processed through these phases. If they pass successfully through 
them, then they are added to the documents and queries.  

In general, the documents in the datasets are domain-specific. On the other hand, Wiki has a heterogeneous 
structure [11][12]. It contains nearly 150.000 documents, created by the different users for different aims. 
However queries are more target focused and they are created by the users according to their needs without 
knowing the documents. The aim of expanding both documents in the dataset and the queries is, to assimilate the 
queries to the documents, and documents to queries. Expanding the poorly defined documents and adding new 
terms or term-phrases, results in higher ranking performance, or similarly expanding the queries and widening 
the search terms, increase the quality of ranking by bringing relevant documents not matching literally with the 
original user query.  

As an example; the document, related with the query “blue flower”, includes the term “sea lavender”. 
Without expansion, they are not matching literally and they seem irrelevant. However, as we expand “sea 

lavender” with WordNet, the new terms “blue flower” are added to the document. So both the query and the 
document include the same terms and their ranking score increases.  



WSD and WordNet similarity functions decrease the risk of creating exhaustive documents and queries. 
Especially, the documents contains numerous terms and expanding all of these terms can cause creating 
exhaustive documents and can also affect ranked results negatively. For this reason, only in DE stage, the 
original forms of documents are also kept to compensate the ranking weight score during the retrieval process. 
An example of document expansion and matching the document literally with the query, is given above. And the 
query expansion stage is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: Query Expansion Example 

For each expanded term in the query or document, similarity score is calculated. Different methods have been 
proposed in the literature for determining the semantic similarity between terms [2, 4, 5, 6, 7]. In our work we 
used Wu and Palmer [2]’s edge counting method is used for term similarity measure. The terms, above a specific 
threshold value, are added to the final document or query. Besides, the threshold values for adjective terms and 
noun terms are determined differently. For this reason, in the (4) formula, the threshold value for noun terms are 
0.9, and the threshold for adjective terms are 0.7. 

�89:��;�)��#��:<=��;�) where, >��?@A��),��WNSimSc%re��:<=��;�);��?@A��))>�thresh%$d) �4) 
where ��?@A��) is a term in the original document or query,  �:<=��;�)�is a generated term for �?@A��) using 

WordNet and Lesk’s WSD[3]. �89:��;�) is the final expanded document or query with selected and added new 
terms.  

3.1 Term Phrase Selection (TPS) 

TPS phase goes parallel with the expansion phase. While the documents and the queries are being expanded, 
each twosome terms are controlled in WordNet for existence. If the twosome terms exist in WordNet as a noun-
phrase, they are accepted as term-phrases. These terms are added to the both dictionary and the expanded 
document or query as a new term. In this work, 6,808 term-phrases are generated and added into dictionary for 
Wiki dataset. For example, a document or a query contains “hunting”, “dog” terms sequentially, these two 
successive tokens are searched as “hunting dog” in WordNet. If this phrase exists in WordNet, the document or 



query is expanded with the term “hunting-dog”. And finally the term phrase is added to the term phrase 
dictionary. TPS idea is showed in the equation (5); 

PQ # R1; iS������T��UVWSXS�iY�W%rdNet+; iS������T��d%es�Y%t�UVWSXS�iY�W%rdNetZ �5) 
where, �� and���T� represents two successive terms. 

3.2 Baseline Retrieval 

The equations of final query selection and ranking score calculation with the original and expanded datasets are 
given below; 
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Where, qf_finali  is the number of times the term appears in the final query which can be the original query or 
expanded using WSD and/or TPS  . 
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where, Roriginal is the ranking weight of original document. 
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where, Rexpanded is the ranking weight of expanded document. 
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where, µ and ∂ are constant parameters and can be possibly changed for different datasets and queries. For 
wiki2009 subtask [11] optimal parameters, µ=1 and ∂=0.9 are used. 

4 Reranking 

Reranking is a methodical technique to reorder the initial retrieved documents for better results by increasing the 
precision. Basically, relevant documents that have low ranking weights are reweighted and reordered in a 
retrieved resultset. According to the literature several methods can be used for reranking, such as unsupervised 
document clustering, semi-supervised document categorization, relevance feedback, probabilistic weighting, 
collaborative filtering or a combination of them. 

Some researchers proposes methods based on clustering, inter document similarity or user supported 
relevance data for document reranking [16][17][20]. Some has proposed a modification in weighting scheme 
proposed [13][14][15][18]. Most of the researcher studied on text retrieval. Similarly, an application of Lee’s 
method is performed on image dataset by Park et al. [19]. Image features used in proposed method are color 
histogram in HSV color space, Gray-scale co-occurrence matrixes and edge histograms. 

In our work, we propose a new reranking approach in two phases. After the base retrieval results are 
generated, the result sets of each query and the base ranking scores (����
) are saved for the reranking phases. 
The first phase comprises reranking and reordering with the Boolean retrieval approach. The result sets of each 
query and the base ranking scores (����
) are again saved for the next step after the Boolean retrieval is 
performed. The main objective of the second step is reranking with the clustering algorithm. Firstly, expanded 
forms of relevant queries are appended to the end of the Boolean ranked result sets. After that, C3M clustering 
algorithm is executed on the new result sets and the similarity score of each document with its related query is 
calculated with C matrix (���). Finally, new reranking score �����	
��� is combined with Boolean ranking score 

(�����
��) from the first step and with the query-document similarity score�����������
) from the second step. 
The two phased reranking process is completed after the documents are ranked according to this score. 

4.1 Reranking with Boolean Retrieval 



Boolean retrieval is the first phase for reranking. The Boolean retrieval is a model for information retrieval in 
which any query can be formulized in the form of a Boolean expression of terms. Query terms are combined 
with the classical Boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT [24]. In this work, each query’s terms are searched for 
the exact match by keeping the orders. It can be considered as the relational database query operators’, LIKE or 
CONTAINS functionality. Basic Boolean approach is showed in (11); 

�����
�� # R1; iS�d%cxmeYt�yzNX{WNS�|xer}�terms�~ith�the�e��ct�%rder+; iS�d%cxmeYt�d%es�Y%t�yzNX{WNS�|xer}�terms�~ith�the�e��ct�%rderZ 
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Definite calculation for the reranking score is showed in (11)  
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��11)�
where ����
is the baseline retrieval score using WordNet (DE, WSD, WNSimScore) and QE, ��
�@�is the new 
pivoted normalization ranking score after the retrieval process on the new resultset, �����
��is boolean ranking 
score using boolean retrieval (1 or 0), and ���������
l  is  the calculated ranking score for boolean retrieval 
phase. µ1, v1and β are constant parameters. In this work, their values are set as 0.8, 1, and 4 respectively for 
experimental results. 

4.2 Reranking with C
3
M Clustering 

Clustering is a method for grouping a set of documents into clusters. The algorithms’ goal is to create clusters 
that are relevant internally, but clearly different from each other. In other words, documents within a cluster 
should be as similar as possible and documents in one cluster should be as dissimilar as possible from documents 
in other clusters [24].  

Cover Coefficient-based Clustering Methodology (C3M) is originally proposed by Can and Ozkarahan [23] 
to cluster text documents. The base concept of the algorithm, the cover coefficient (CC), provides a means of 
estimating the number of clusters within a document database and relates indexing and clustering analytically. 
The CC concept is used also to identify the cluster seeds and to form clusters with these seeds. The retrieval 
experiments show that the information retrieval effectiveness of the algorithm is compatible with a very 
demanding complete linkage clustering method that is known to have good retrieval performance. 

In their paper Can and Ozkarahan they showed that the complexity of C3M is better than most other 
clustering algorithms, whose complexities range from O(m

2
) to O(m

3
). Also their experiments show that C3M is 

time efficient and suitable for very large databases. Its low complexity is experimentally validated. C3M has all 
the desirable properties of a good clustering algorithm. C3M is a seed-based partitioning type clustering scheme. 
Basically, it consists of two different steps that are cluster seed selection and the cluster construction. D matrix is 
the input for C3M, which represents documents and their terms. It is assumed that each document contains n 

terms and database consists of m documents. The need is to construct C matrix, in order to employ cluster seeds 
for C3M. C, is a document-by-document matrix whose entries ���  (1 < i, j < m) indicate the probability of 

selecting any term of �� �from ��. In other words, the C matrix indicates the relationship between documents 
based on a two-stage probability experiment. The experiment randomly selects terms from documents in two 
stages. The first stage randomly chooses a term �� of document ��; then the second stage chooses the selected 
term �� from document��� . For the calculation of C matrix, ��� , one must first select an arbitrary term of��� , say, ��, and use this term to try to select document �� from this term, that is, to check if �� contains ��. Each row of 
the C matrix summarizes the results of this two-stage experiment. 

Let '�� indicate the event of selecting �� from ��  at the first stage, and let '��′  indicate the event of selecting ��, from �� at the second stage. In this experiment, the probability of the simple event “'���and '��′ ” that is, 

P('��, '��′ ) can be represented as P('��)× P('��′ ) . To simplify the notation, '�� and '��′  can be used respectively, 

for P('��) and P('��′ ), where; 

'�� # l��� �l��)���� ;���Yd�'��� # l��� �l��)���� �;�~here�1�≤�i;���j��≤�m;�1�≤�k�≤�Y �12)�

By considering document���, D matrix can be represented with respect to the two-stage probability model. 
Each element of C matrix, ��� , (the probability of selecting a term of��� �from ��) can be founded by summing 

the probabilities of individual path from �� �to ��. 
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this can be written as;  
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In our work, we used C3M clustering algorithm during final reranking phase. For each query, the boolean 
reranking resultsets are utilized as inputs for clustering process. Expanded forms of queries are also appended 
into these resultsets. For each resultset, C3M algorithm is run and C matrix is constructed. C matrix includes 
similarity scores by keeping a document-by-document matrix. Since, the expanded form of query is appended as 
a document, query-by-document similarity scores (���) are also generated for each query and document.  

Both ���������
l  and ��� are used for final ranking score calculation. Since the calculation and results of 
these two values are different, these values should be approximated and compensated to each other 
mathematically. Formally,  

����������
 # ��� " �)]m�ee^�]1�d�o�efd " '�)o�efd���d��)�1++� " )]m��]�f�mo�efd)  
�15) 

where, )]m�ee^�]1�d�o�efd�is the maximum boolean ranking score for the query resultset, '�)o�efd���d�� 
specifies the percentage of ranking score effect for experiment, )]m��]�f�mo�efd is the maximum query-by-
document similarity score for the query. Final C3M ranking score equation is showed in (16)  

�����	
��� # ����������
l �" �u2) �������������
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Where, ���������
l  is the Boolean retrieval score, ����������
 �is the compensated query-document ranking 

score and �����	
���is the final ranking score. µ2 and v2 are constant parameters. In this work, their values are 
set as 0.9 and 1 respectively for experimental results. 

5 Experimental Results 

WikipediaMM task provides a test bed for the system-oriented evaluation of visual information retrieval from a 
collection of Wikipedia images. The aim is to investigate retrieval approaches in the context of a larger scale and 
heterogeneous collection of images (similar to those encountered on the Web) that are searched for by users with 
diverse information needs. It contains 151,519 images that cover diverse topics of interest. These images are 
associated with unstructured and noisy textual annotations in English. WikipediaMM dataset includes 45 queries 
in 2009 sub-track [11]. 

The main focus of this work is to improve search results by two phased reranking. The set of initial retrieved 
documents are re-ordered for better results by increasing the precision. It is obvious that two phased reranking 
approach improves results over the baseline and over expansion results. The baseline retrieval, expansion and 
reranking methods are realized on Wiki 2009 sub-track [11]. We have participated in Wiki 2009 with 6 runs and 
4 of our runs ranked the best MAP values. 

In all of the runs, pivoted unique normalization is used. The documents are expanded with WSD and only 
noun and adjective representations (POS) are used. The original forms of documents are also kept to calculate 
the ranking weight score as a combination of original and expanded dataset weights. 

The differences between the runs are based on the different techniques of query expansion and reranking. In 
the first run (200); the original forms of the queries are used in the retrieval process. In the second run (201); 
term phrases are selected and added to the queries. And the documents are retrieved with the expanded queries.  
In the third run (202); the expanded queries from the second run are used. In addition to this; the one-length 
queries are expanded with WSD. Starting from the fourth run, in the next three runs, different re-ranking 
methods are applied to the retrieved result set from the third (201) run.  In the fourth run (203); Boolean retrieval 
is applied to the retrieved result set and the resultset is re-ranked according to this. The difference between the 
fifth run (204) and the fourth run is that only the documents in the result set above a threshold value are taken for 
the Boolean retrieval process. Finally in the sixth run (205), the resultset of the fourth run is saved and C3M 
clustering is applied to this result set. 

In conclusion, expanding the query with WSD and term-phrase selection increases the quality of the retrieved 
result set and,  reranking the retrieved result set improves precision values. The increase of precision values by 
reranking is represented in Figure 3 for Wiki 2009. As it can be seen from the MAP values in Table 1 for Wiki 



2009, the best result obtained from the sixth run, in which the result set is re-ranked with C3M clustering. And 
the second best result obtained by reranking with Boolean retrieval.  Our experimentation shows that reranking 
generated the best results among all participants (205 and 204). 

 

ID MAP P@5 P@10 R-Precision Retrieved Rel.Ret. Relevant 

200 0.1861 0.3244 0.2956 0.2133 41242 1283 1622 

201 0.1865 0.3422 0.2978 0.2146 41242 1283 1622 

202 0.2358 0.4844 0.3933 0.2708 43052 1352 1622 

203 0.2375 0.4933 0.4000 0.2692 43053 1351 1622 

204 0.2375 0.4933 0.4000 0.2692 39257 1351 1622 

205 0.2397 0.5156 0.4000 0.2683 43052 1351 1622 
Table 1: Performance of our runs in Wikipedia MM Task. 

 

 

Figure 3 – Wiki 2009 P/R Graph 
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